Research on China-Saudi Arabia Energy Cooperation

China, as the largest oil importer, and Saudi Arabia, as the largest oil exporter, are natural partners in the energy field. In the context of global energy transformation, and in the process of building the Belt and Road Initiative and the Saudi Vision 2030, China-Saudi Arabia energy cooperation has new meanings and connotations.

How to build comprehensive, reciprocal, sustainable, inclusive cooperation strategy? How to strengthen China-Saudi oil cooperation along the whole industry chain, including establish a more diverse oil trade relationship, expand mutual investment in oil and gas fields in China and Saudi Arabia, strengthen Sino-Saudi cooperation in oil and gas transportation and storage, and promote energy cooperation in the Belt and Road regions, strengthening China-Saudi Arabia financial cooperation to promote energy cooperation. How to strengthen China-Saudi Arabia's cooperation on new energy and energy efficiency? How to enhance of China–Saudi Arabia energy bilateral mechanism cooperation and global energy governance cooperation? The issues will be discussed in meeting.